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Computer Application in Economics

Group-A

Answer any two of the following questions : 5×2=10

1. What are the four types of alignments in MS Word? Write down the steps to insert header
and footer in a word document.

2. Describe the concepts of Sort and Filter options in MS Excel.

3. How can you add chart and show using MS Power Point? Explain.

Group-B

Answer any one of the following question : 15×1=15

4. What is mail merge? Write down the steps to do mail merge. How to insert an image in
MS Word? 2+8+5

P.T.O.



5. Describe different types of charts in MS Excel. Discuss different types of slide transitions
in MS Power Point. 8+7
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Or,
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Business Project Proposal

  Full Marks : 40 Time : 2 Hours

Group-A

Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

1. Explain the characteristics of an ideal business plan. 5

2. Mention the factors which are to be considered while starting a business. Explain. 5

3. Distinguish between product and production concept of marketing with examples. 5

4. What is internal rate of return (IRR) of a business project? What are its uses?   3+2

5. Briefly explain the concept ‘Benefit-Cost ratio’. 5

6. Discuss the concept of Programme Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT). 5

Group-B

Answer any two of the following questions : 10×2=20

7. What is RAMP (Return, Advantage, Market and Potential) model? Critically examine the
model for business opportunity evaluation. 3+7

8. What is project finance? Distinguish between equity financing and debt financing.
5+5

9. What do you mean by project life cycle? Explain the project life cycle phases.   3+7

10. Write a short note on the following concepts (any two) : 5×2

(a) Net Present Value (NPV)

(b) Angel Financing

(c) Significance of a project report

(d) Marketing plan and operational plan.

P.T.O.
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Or,
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Financial Economics

  Full Marks : 40 Time : 2 Hours

Group-A

Answer any four of the following questions : 5×4=20

1. What is fixed income securities? Give examples.

2. Discuss briefly the concept of net present value (NPV) criterion for capital budgeting.

3. What are the components of capital asset pricing model (CAPM)?

4. What are the assumptions of CAPM?

5. What is portfolio?

6. What is interest rate sensitivity?

Group-B

Answer any two of the following questions : 10×2=20

7. Distinguish between internal rate of return (IRR) criterion and present value (PV)
criterion for investment decision.

8. Why is the CAPM useful to investors?

9. What is the difference between an asset and portfolio? What assets should be
included in portfolio?

10. Distinguish between spot rate and forward rate. What is the relation between them?
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